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The official compilation of the decisions made by the Federal Constitutional Court of Germany presently consists of 147 volumes containing a total of approx. 3300 decisions. The CD-ROM contains all these decisions, has exactly the same page make-up as the printed version and a user-friendly program interface. It is possible to browse through all the decisions and also to access individual decisions or passages directly. The decisions are linked, can be highlighted partially and notes can be appended to them.
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The official compilation of the decisions made by the Federal Constitutional Court of Germany presently consists of 147 volumes containing a total of approx. 3300 decisions. The CD-ROM contains all these decisions, has exactly the same page make-up as the printed version and a user-friendly program interface. It is possible to browse through all the decisions and also to access individual decisions or passages directly. The decisions are linked, can be highlighted partially and notes can be appended to them.

System requirements: Microsoft Windows up to and including Windows 10. Not compatible with either Linux or macOS.
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Update CD-ROM -Einzelplatzversion-
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ISBN 9783161481031
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court’s establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth’s call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).

System requirements: Microsoft Windows up to and including Windows 10. Not compatible with either Linux or macOS.
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Update CD-ROM und gebundener Band -Einzelplatzversion-
The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court's establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative «official court report». Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth's call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).

System requirements: Microsoft Windows up to and including Windows 10. Not compatible with either Linux or macOS.
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Update CD-ROM und Band in Lieferungen -Einzelplatzversion-

The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court's establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative «official court report». Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth's call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).

System requirements: Microsoft Windows up to and including Windows 10. Not compatible with either Linux or macOS.
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Grundwerk -Netzwerkversion-

The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court's establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative «official court report». Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth's call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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2019. IV, 429 pages.
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court's establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth's call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court’s establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation «BVerfGE», the collection is often considered the authoritative «official court reports». Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth’s call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court’s establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation «BVerfGE», the collection is often considered the authoritative «official court reports». Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth’s call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court’s establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation «BVerfGE», the collection is often considered the authoritative «official court reports». Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth’s call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court's establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth's call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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Registerband zu den Entscheidungen des Bundesverfassungsgerichts, Band 121–130

The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court's establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth's call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court's establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth's call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court’s establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth’s call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court’s establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth’s call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court’s establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth’s call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court’s establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation «BVerfGE», the collection is often considered the authoritative official court report. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth’s call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court’s establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation «BVerfGE», the collection is often considered the authoritative official court report. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth’s call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court’s establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation «BVerfGE», the collection is often considered the authoritative official court report. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth’s call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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Band 123
The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court's establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth's call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court's establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth's call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court's establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth's call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court's establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth's call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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Volume 120
2008. IV, 469 pages.
ISBN 9783161497537
cloth 45,00 €

The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court’s establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth’s call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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Volume 119
2008. IV, 452 pages.
ISBN 9783161497520
cloth 45,00 €

The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court’s establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth’s call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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Volume 118
2008. IV, 432 pages.
ISBN 9783161495540
cloth 45,00 €

The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court’s establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth’s call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court's establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth's call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court's establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth's call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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The collection of cases decided by the German Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) is among the most influential and most-cited periodicals of German jurisprudence. It contains all senate decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court in unabridged edition. Initiated upon the Court's establishment in 1951, the collection is now updated several times a year. Known to every German lawyer under its abbreviation »BVerfGE«, the collection is often considered the authoritative »official court report«. Its highlights include the five most-cited German court decisions – on the 1987 census (BVerfGE 65, 1), on Hamburg senator Lüth's call for a film boycott 1958 (BVerfGE 7, 198), on the fast breeder reactor in Kalkar 1972 (BVerfGE 49, 89), on the legality of abortion (BVerfGE 39, 1) and on the Worker Codetermination Act 1976 (BVerfGE 50, 290).
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